Organizations today face two major issues in dealing with the ever-rising tide of unstructured
data. First, where to cost effectively store it. Second, how to ensure proper protection of data
from loss and threats such as ransomware. While cloud storage is an attractive option because
IT can store massive amounts of data with a low initial entry cost, many organizations are now
finding the recurring storage costs and additional fees to access and retrieve data can be
higher than their original estimates. Consequently, many organizations are now returning to
on-premises storage while borrowing the storage architectures cloud providers use.
Creating a cloud competitive on-premises storage architecture requires a comprehensive
storage solution that is easy to use, provides cost effective storage tiers and automates the
tasks of data life cycle management. This helps ensure the storing of data on the most cost
effective media based on user defined policies. Ideally, the solution should include tape as one
of its storage tiers since tape is still the least expensive means to store large amounts of cold
data. Tape also provides a secure defense against the threat of ransomware since once data
is on tape it is off-line and secure from a network crawling malware. The key is to make tape
integration seamless so that its use is transparent to users and for the most part even to the
administrators.
Meeting the Unstructured Data Challenge
In addition to a comprehensive portfolio of storage solutions, which are a combination of high
performance and data protection storage systems, Quantum Corp.is announcing the release of
a new Scalar® storage platform optimized for storing and managing ever-increasing amounts of
unstructured data. The first new products based on this platform are the Scalar i3 and
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Scalar i6 tape libraries, and the StorNext AEL6 Appliance, which is a purpose-built rich media
archive appliance. A closer look at the three new models:
● Scalar i3 is a scalable tape library that can
store up to 3PB in 12U of rack space and is
customer installable. The minimum system
size is 3U with a minimum of 25 slots,
providing an uncompressed capacity of
150TB. Expansion is available up to 200 slots
providing a maximum uncompressed capacity of 1.2PB. The Scalar i3 can hold up to 12
half height LTO7 drives. It also includes Quantum’s iLayer Management Technology
that provides proactive diagnostics and advanced reporting capabilities. The starting list
price for the Scalar i3 is $8,500.00.
● Scalar i6 is a scalable tape library that can store up to
12PB in 48U of rack space. The minimum system size
is 6U with 50 slots providing an uncompressed capacity
of 300TB. The Scalar i6 is expandable out to 800 slots,
providing a maximum uncompressed capacity of 4.8PB.
The library can hold up to 24 full height LTO7 drives.
In addition to the iLayer Management Technology found
in the Scalar i3, the Scalar i6 also includes Quantum’s EDLM (Extended Data Lifecycle
Management) built into the library. This feature works in conjunction with Quantum’s
StorNext software and enables the library to monitor tape media based on customer
defined scan policies. In the event the Scalar scans detect a degraded tape, it alerts the
StorNext software, which in turn copies the data from the degraded tape to a new tape
and updates the metadata. This makes the data migration to new media very
transparent to the users. The degraded tape is then marked bad and exported from the
library. The starting list price for the Scalar i6 is $25,000.00.
● StorNext AEL6 Appliance integrates the Scalar i6 library
with StorNext Data Management software. StorNext
provides easy access to data on tape with options for
CIFS/SMB, NFS and RESTful interfaces. The StorNext
AEL6 is an archive storage appliance specifically
designed for media workflows. The starting list price for
the AEL6 is $42,500.00.
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Conclusion
These new additions to Quantum’s comprehensive storage portfolio provide organizations with
advanced data management features that simplify and automate the tasks of data lifecycle
management while also ensuring the integrity and durability of data on tape. Organizations that
plan to deploy a private cloud - or may already have one - should take a close look at the new
Scalar platform from Quantum. It can provide them with a very cost effective means to meet
unstructured data challenges.
About Quantum
Quantum is a leading expert in scale-out storage, archive and data protection, providing
solutions for capturing, sharing and preserving digital assets over the entire data lifecycle.
From small businesses to major enterprises, more than 100,000 customers have trusted
Quantum to address their most demanding data workflow challenges. Quantum’s end-to-end,
tiered storage foundation enables customers to maximize the value of their data by making it
accessible whenever and wherever needed, retaining it indefinitely and reducing total cost and
complexity. See how at www.quantum.com/customerstories.
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